Chapter 5

Conclusion

This chapter presents summary of research findings, implication of the studies and recommendation for further study.

Summary

This research is basically intended to investigate a pragmatically verbal bi-directional classroom interaction: how students respond to their teachers’ request and/or question, and how teacher may influence the way students respond to theirs. The research question is designed in reverse, in order to comply with the inductive style of the investigation.
Based on the analysis conducted towards the classroom interaction as well as the interview; it is found that the teachers’ locution on students’ perlocution could be analyzed from the availability and the clarity of the students’ response, native language responses delivered in the classroom (in regard of an English-speaking classroom), the use of fillers, confirmation requests, rhetorical questions, and the implicatures (specifically, in form of maxim violations, floutings, and infringements). The result definitely confirms the theoretical framework of this research, which emphasizes that perlocution is indeed the bringing about of effects on the audience by means of uttering the sentence (locution), as written by Austin (cited in Levinson 1983, p. 236). In this research context, basically, a teacher reaps a response (perlocution) according to what is sown by herself
(locution), except in some cases where the unexpected response is caused by the students themselves (for example, among the less-cooperative students).

Meanwhile, the interview conducted toward both English teachers and their students also shows several interesting points that are related to the second research question. It is revealed that physical appearance and grooming, dignity, class handling, teaching method, teaching style, relationship with students, voice quality, consistency upon the pre-set rules (in this context, the full use of English in the classroom, and the willingness to support, are indeed the aspects that influence teachers’ locution on students’ perlocution. Those result also indirectly goes in-line with the teacher’s experience, as it is known that novice teacher tend to trigger more
negative responses from the students when communicating (interacting between each other).

**Implications of the Study**

The result shown on this research will be beneficial especially to the teachers, as the expected reader segment, in order to help them identify what actions that may contribute either positively or negatively in building a smooth verbal interaction.

While labeling whether one particular subject teacher has already established a good or bad interaction is something vague, the researcher leaves the entire judgement to the readers themselves. Instead of labeling their performance, the readers are expected to gain some benefit by selecting what aspects or action that is suitable or useful for their own teaching experiences, then apply it afterwards.
Upon selecting and implementing some appropriate actions that are influential for their interaction, as well as reducing the negative aspect and improving the positive aspects, teachers are expected to indirectly able to communicate well with the students and correctly identify their learning needs. This research, on the other hand, also warn the teachers that even a simplest action or personal aspect may contribute in the way students cooperate with them; therefore, upon reading this research, they are also expected to do a self-review on their classroom verbal interaction been performed this far.
Recommendations for Further Study

More following researches elevating similar topic with more specific focus is really suggested, due to the fact that this research has been conducted in a broad and much general scope. Similar investigation focusing in non-verbal communication is the research gap left by this current research, waiting to be conducted by the following researches. As written in the previous chapter, the researcher also encourages further research focusing on the relationship between linguistic performance and competence, in relation to the locution and perlocution to confirm whether there is indeed a connection between them, as may be proven in the long-term research result.

Based on the data analysis, it was known that there are inconsistencies between interview and classroom action due to the limited research period and
relatively small number of participants; therefore, in order to prove the result consistency and a more valid result, future researchers are also encouraged to investigate similar topic using more research subjects with longer observation or recording sessions and in more than one institution are suggested. Things to remember, this will possibly be conducted if the researcher is able to patiently allocate more time into the research, with inevitably more budget and excessive administration effort to be completed.
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